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DIFFERENCE OF NUCLEON AND PION ELECTROMAGNETIC RADII*

S. D. Drell and Dennis J. Silvermang
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, California

(Received 24 April 1968)

The nucleon isovector Pauli radius (R2& ) is calculated, using sidewise dispersion re-
lations, to be significantly larger than the predictions of p dominance, in accord with
observation. It is also predicted that (RZI)~) is significantly larger than the pion charge
radius (R„). Elastic scattering of pions from electrons at very high energies (viz. Ser-
pukhov) will give a clear confrontation with this prediction.

In this note we report on the application of
sidewise dispersion relations to the calculation
of the electromagnetic structure of nucleons.
This formulation of the dispersion relation of the
electromagnetic vertex as a function of the nucle-
on mass was developed first by Bincer' and ex-
presses the appropriate form factor as

F(P) = — . . .ImF(W', P).2 1 dw2

7) g (M+ p)2 W' —M2

ImE is the amplitude for a virtual photon of
mass l'=—t to be absorbed by a nucleon and form
a real intermediate state of total mass W which
then couples to an off-shell nucleon of the same
mass, as in Fig. 1. The threshold of the disper-
sion integral lies in the physical region, and to
the extent that the absorptive amplitude is domi-
nated by its low-mass contributions, W-M, we
can approximate it by the threshold electropion-
production amplitude times the pion-nucleon cou-
pling strength. For real photons, the exact low-
energy behavior of the photopion production amp-
litude is known and is given by the Kroll-Ruder-
man theorem. For virtual photons the low-ener-
gy limit of electropion production is constructed
using the hypothesis of partially conserved axial-
vector currents (PCAC) and current algebra.

An earlier application of this idea to the calcu-
lation of the nucleon g—2 value led to encouraging
results. ' Both the isovector character of the nu-
cleon moment and its approximate numerical val-
ue were reproduced fairly well when only the
contribution to the absorptive amplitude between

p+t) ~ N

(p+ r)' = w'

FIG. 1. Pion-nucleon intermediate-state contribution
to the absorptive part of the nucleon current.

M ~W&1.5M was retained, and the threshold the-
orems were used. The usual woe which befalls
the perturbation calculations was found to be in
the high-mass contributions 1.5M & W & ~, which
the perturbation approximation severely distorts.
This threshold-dominance view also reproduces
second- and fourth-order electron g—2 values
and has made a definite prediction of the ns con-
tribution, recently refined by more detailed stud-
ies of Parsons.

Our motivations in undertaking this study were
twofold:

(1) The familiar dispersion-theory studies of
the nucleon electromagnetic form factors are
based on a continuation in the photon mass. The
vector-dominance model which has emerged
from these analyses has been successful for pro-
cesses involving real p' mesons, for example,
as well as relating these to processes involving
real photons interacting with hadrons, viz. y+P
-P+po or m'-y+y. However, it is inadequate to
describe the observed rapid decrease of the nu-
cleon form factors for large momentum trans-
fers t t [~10 (GeV/c)s. For processes in which
there appear virtual photons of such high mass-
es, a more elaborate analysis with several vec-
tor mesons or resonances in the J+ =1 chan-
nel joining the photon to hadrons is needed. This
is not surprising, because the dispersion integral

~(t) j n(~')«'
0' (2)

converges only very slowly, with all contribu-
tions to the spectral function p(cr') being weighted
essentially equally up to large o' = -t. It is cer-
tainly extravagant optimism to assume that only
one octet (or nonet) of low-lying resonance con-
tributions dominates in Eq. (2) in this case. On

the other hand, the photon mass is only a param-
eter in the present calculation, and the denomi-
nator in Eq. (1) is unaltered if we extend these
studies to finite I' values.

(2) A mean-square radius of a nucleon is given
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by

(R')=6 f4, der'p(v')/o'

in the usual approach, Eq. (2), and heavily weights
the low-mass contributions to p(0'). By the same
token, however, it puts great emphasis on con-
tributions to the spectral amplitude from the two-
body 7Tn continuum of mass o'-4p, in addition to
the p' resonance, and the evaluation of the con-
tribution to p(o') requires knowledge of the ana-
lytic continuation of the amplitude for nm-NN be-
low its physical threshold of 4M'. Using the
sidewise approach of Eq. (I), no such analytic
continuation is required, and the amplitude in
the threshold region emphasized in this approach
is constructed with the help of PCAC and current
algebra. The p-dominance model predicts a ra-
dius of (R') = 6/Mp' ——0.4 F for the isovector form
factor, whereas experimentally' for the isovec-
tor part of the Pauli magnetic-moment form fac-
tor a much larger result is obtained:

(R ') =0.7 F'.

Our goal in this calculation is to achieve a better
account of this difference.

We denote by u(P)I"&(P,P+ f) the electromag-
netic vertex for an off-shell nucleon of (mass)'
= (I'+ l)'= W' to emit a virtual photon of (mass)
=l' and become a real nucleon on the mass shell
P'=M'. The genera. l form of this vertex and the
technique for projecting out the Pauli magnetic-
moment form factor F,(P) have already been dis-
cussed and we need only quote the results here. '~'
The Ward identity expressing differential elec-
tromagnetic-current conservation assures us
that the proton Dirac charge form factor EP(l )
obeys a subtracted dispersion relation in W'.
Whether this subtraction term is the constant 1

or a function of l' is a matter of assumption, as
is the decision whether the subtraction is to be
made at W'=M', say, or at W'=~. We thus
choose to confine ourselves to the F,(P) disper-
sion relation, and in order to avoid complica-
tions of anomalous thresholds we stick to the
scattering region I &0.

With the threshold-dominance assumption we
retain only the two-body mN intermediate state in
computing the absorptive part:

tqI dQ„
Abs(u(p, s)I (p,p+l)f= Mg [-iu(p, s)J u(k, s')]u(k, s')gi'5~,

p.
' 4mB'

S C

where [u(P, s) JiL u(k, s)] is the amplitude for electropion absorption, (I ql /W)fdQq is the two-body
phase space for the intermediate real pion of momentum q and nucleon with k= -q and spin s in the
center-of-mass system, and ~(k, s')gl'5&c is the general expression for the n Nvertex f-or the nucleon
emerging off the mass shell with k+q =P+ I and (k+q)'= W' (see Fig. I).

For the electropion absorption amplitude at threshold W =M' or 8'=M+ p, , we apply time reversal
to the low-energy theorem for electropion production as derived by Adler and Gilman' assuming PCAC
and the current algebra for axial and vector currents. Very simply, this amplitude is, in the limit
that the pion is massless, the three electroproduction pole terms, the usual nonpole term for gauge
invariance, and in addition, the PCAC and current-algebra prediction for the threshold s-wave contri-
butions of the dispersion-theoretic continuum. We extrapolate this result to the threshold region for
a pion of physical mass p, c 0 to obtain in the above indicated order

P+(+M p —/+M
u(P, s)J u(k, s') =igu(P, s) V, ,» y ~ +y T —,, Vp(P+l)' —M' 5 c 5 c(P—q' —M'

(2q —l) [w, ~ J l [7. , v ]

(q-I)-p. m 5 2 5P m I 2

y ( i ) [i .,]

5 2M' 2 3 2 2M( f ) A I 2
(5)
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where V& = y &(FI + ~3FI )-(iv»l~/2M)(F2 + 73F2 ), F, and F, denote the usual Dirac and Pauli nu-
cleon form factors, Gg is the axial form factor, and S and V denote isoscalar and isovector parts, re-
spectively.

For the pion-nucleon vertex we have the general form

u(k, s')gl' T =gu(k, s')y K (W') +K (W'), P'+/+M, M-P'-P
5 c ' 5 + 2M — 2M c ' (6)

where the form factors K~(W ) are themselves determined from sidewise dispersion relations as ex-
hibited by Bincer' with K+(M ) =1 defining the Watson-Lepore coupling constant. To be consistent with
neglecting the resonance variations in pion electroproduction, we also neglect them in K~(W ) and ob-
tain the pseudoscalar-meson perturbation-theory result K~(W') = 1 and I', =y, .'

To illustrate most simply the separate terms contributing to the absorptive part of +2, we compute
the coefficient of the two-body phase space factor l ql /W in Eq. (4) at threshold q = 4= 0, W =M+ p.
This simplifies all angular dependence since the electropion production is pure S wave. Using thresh-
old kinematics q = [p/(M+ p, )](p+ l) = (p/M)k, we can rewrite

V
ig 0 l

u(p, s)J u(k, s')=—u(p, s) y E i-E +l E y u(k, s'), (7)

where the Ef are scalar functions of P only. Introducing Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (4), performing the
spin sum, and projecting out the absorptive part of interest at threshold, we find

ImF +(W = (M+ p) l ) =— E ~ T—1+0—g I q I p. p.
2 4~ V (8)

The factor p, /M arises from the fact that at threshold the wN system of mass W =M+ p is produced in
an S state of odd parity. This in turn projects into a positive-parity nucleon of physical mass M only
by an amount proportional, in lowest order, to its distance from the mass shell, i.e. , 8'-M- p, . We
must now identify in Eq. (5) the leading order contribution to E,c and cancel the factor p, /M if the
threshold contribution is to be important and hopefully dominant. The last three nonpole terms of Eq.
(5) are finite as p, /M - 0 and thus do not contribute to Eq. (8) in leading order. The first two s-chan-
nel and u-channel nucleon pole terms also contribute finite parts to E2 as p/M -0. The only singular
part in I/p, comes from the pion pole term near l =0, and we find

(9)

With P =0, Eq. (9) gives the same magnetic moment found earlier. ' The slope of ImF, + as l2-0 gives
the absorptive part at threshold for the nucleon's radius:

, ImF ((M+ p, )2, l2), =— 2~ (R ')+

From a more careful evaluation using Eq. (5) throughout the threshold region (M+ p)2 ~W' ~A2(M + p)2,
with A.'= 2 chosen to give the magnetic moment p, y = 1.85, we find

(R ') =(R 2)+ 1-—ln —+ln, -1 =(R ')+0.5 F'.gm/4p 1 12 p, M A2 1
2V m 4M', p, n M p, A2 m
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We do not propose to take seriously any quanta-
tive predictions of this calculation in view of the
approximate nature of the method. " However,
there are important qualitative conclusions to be
drawn from Eq. (11) with interesting experimen-
tal implications:

(1) The nucleon isovector (Pauli) radius is sig-
nificantly larger than both the pion charge radius
and the predictions of p dominance. " This is due

to important and known threshold contributions
to the absorptive parts of Eq. (1). In the words
of the uncertainty principle the size of the pion
current distribution about the nucleon extends
out as far as hx-cAt-ch/pc'-)I/pc. For the ~

meson structure, however, the selection rule of
conservation of G parity dictates that m -m+p,
i.e. , the range of the pion current about a pion is
restricted because of the requirement to make
the p-meson rest mass in the intermediate state
and bx-cS/M c -h/M c. Translated to more

p p
formal terms, the linear divergence with 1/p. as
iL -0 appea. rs in Eq. (11) because the nucleon ex-
periences no change in mass in the intermediate
state N- N+ w, and for the pion case it is not
present. This suggests that the p-dominant pre-
diction of a radius 6/Mp -—0.4 F2 should be a bet-
ter approximation for the pion size than for the
nucleon. A quantitative measurement of (R ') and

of its difference from (R2V') is eagerly anticipat-
ed. To avoid theoretical uncertainties" and corn-
plications in the interpretation of e~ production
and of m+-n scattering results, it will be neces-
sary to do elastic scattering of pions from target
atomic electrons at the momentum transfers of
&180 MeV/c (first available'3 at Serpukhov) so
that —'

I P i(R ) & 10%.
(2) There is no I/p singularity with vanish-

ing p, for the isoscalar Pauli form factor so that,
to leading order, (R@,') = (R2„').

Finally, turning to the large-l' limit, we find
it impossible to cancel the p/M factor in Eq. (8),
and thus threshold dominance does not appear to
be a valid, or at least defensible, approximation
for large l . In this limit, the pion current term
in Eq. (9) is unimportant, being -p, '/P. The
combined effects of s- and I-channel pole terms
lead to

Iq~ p, p M2
2 gT ~ 2 ~ )2 1

or

and for la, rge l,
(I') =G (P)[1+0(W/M))

Although suggestive of the "scaling law, " this
misses the "theoretically popular" limit of GM~/
G@) =2.79. Moreover, the main contributions to
the spectral weight functions are probably not in-
cluded by retaining only the threshold region' in
the dispersion integral. "

*Work supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission.
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8In the reduction to the Low equation for the electro-
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1 must be canceled by important contributions from
high-mass intermediate states, and thus a threshold-
dominance approximation is probably not valid for E&.
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One can disperse & using elastic unitarity and ob-
served parameters for the P&& and S&~ resonances, ob-
taining EC ((M +)J)~) = 1. H. Suura and L. M., Simmons,
Jr. , Phys. Rev. 148, 1579 (1966) calculate & (M ) us-
ing observed phase shifts and obtain K (M2) = 1.

~The complete evaluation of the low-energy —theorem
contribution to the absorptive part, using the multipole
analysis of Bincer, will be published separately.

~OThe leading terms that diverge linearly and logarith-
mically as p, —0 also appear in the perturbation-theory
results, as we would expect, since they come from the
same graphs. See P. Federbush, M. L. Goldberger,
and S. B. Treiman, Phys. Rev. 112, 642 (1958).

~~This conclusion is also arrived at in the analysis of
J. S. Ball and D. Y. Wong, Phys. Rev. 130, 2112 (1963);
N. G. Antoniou and J. E. Bowcock, Phys. Rev. 159,
1257 (1967); and P. Signell and J. W. Durso, Phys.
Rev. Letters 18, 185 (1967) using the normal disper-
sion approach of the t channel as in Eq. (2). In addition
to the p they keep the nonresonant contributions in cal-
culating the absorptive part. In particular, the N ex-
change contribution to the nm-&F7 amplitude enhances
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the spectral amplitude near the threshold 4p in analo-
gy with our result.

The most complete results on electropion production
e+p —e'+n+z+, attempting to measure (B„2), are in
C. W. Akerlof, W. W. Ash, K. Berkelman, C. A. Licht-
enstein, A. Ramanauskas, and R. H. Siemann, Phys.
Rev. 163, 1482 (1967). These data and the theory on
which their analysis is based are not accurate enough
to conclude whether or not there is a quantitative dif-
ference between the pion and nucleon radii (see in par-
ticular the slopes of the form factors in Fig. 10 on p.
1493). Uncertainties in the theory of the pion radius
from the observed differences in ~ -n and 7t. -n elas-
tic scattering have also been discussed and remain to

be fully understood. We refer to M. Ericson, Nuovo

Cimento 47A, 49 (1967); G. B. West, Phys. Rev. 162,
1677 (1967); M. M. Block, Phys. Letters 25B, 604
(1967); and K. M. Crowe, private communication.

For a preliminary analysis of this type of experi-
ment at lower /2 values, see D. G. Cassel, thesis,
Princeton University, 1965 (unpublished).

4For an earlier discussion of this in a less negative
tone, see Atomic Energy Commission Report No.
CONF-670923, 1967 (unpublished), p. 10.

~We note that an analysis of the nucleon form factors
from sidewise dispersion relations has also been car-
ried out by D. U. L. Yu and L. Grunbaum, Bull, Am.
Phys. Soc. 13, 24 {1968).

ESTIMATES OF REGGE -CUT EFFECTS*

Peter G. O. Freund and Patrick J. O'Donovan
The Enrico Fermi Institute and the Department of Physics, The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

(Received 8 April 1968)

In inelastic channels (charge exchange, etc. ) at t =0, moving-cut effects are found to
be 5% of the Regge-pole effects. This result is based on a dynamical approximation.
Our findings clarify the success of relations among total cross sections derived by tak-
ing into account Regge poles alone.

A wide range of high-energy scattering data in

and near the forward direction may be under-
stood on the basis of Regge-pole exchange in the
crossed channel. The exchange of two or more
Regge poles can generate cuts in the complex an-
gular -momentum plane. ' Although cancellation
of these cuts is not ruled out, it is thought to be
unlikely. '~' While the theoretical situation points
to the existence of such cuts, there has been no

estimate of their actual contribution to physical
processes described in current phenomenology

by Regge poles alone. The success of Regge-
pole theory would be hard to understa, nd if these
cuts contributed substantially to such processes.
One might think that because of the mildness of
the logarithmic factor that distinguishes a cut
from a pole, the former could ea,sily be accom-
modated in phenomenology. This, however, is
not so. Cuts of the type suggested by Mandel-
stam' are not factorizable in genera. l. A large
set of experimentally valid relations among total
cross sections'~~ is known to rely essentially up-
on the factorizability of the leading contributions
to the forward amplitudes at high energies. It is
the purpose of this paper to explore the magni-
tude of Regge-cut contributions to the forward
and near-forward scattering amplitudes and the
conditions under which these contributions could
be such as not to violate the total cross-section

relations of Refs. 3 and 4. The main result,
based on certain —in our view reasonable —ap-
proximations, will be that in the Pomeranchuk
(&) channel (i.e., internal quantum numbers in
the t channel are those of the vacuum) the cut con-
tributions can be sizable, namely up to 15-30%
of the pole contribution. In "inelastic" channels
(such as charge exchange, hypercharge exchange,
etc. ) the cut contributions appear to be extreme-
ly small, typically ~5% of the pole contributions.

It is well known that the cuts originally suggest-
ed by Amati, Fubini, and Stanghellini' (AFS) do

not contribute to the physical amplitude but to its
continuation to an unphysical Riemann sheet.
However, in virtue of the crossing symmetry of
the S matrix, these cuts, as first pointed out by
Mandelstam, ' have counterparts on the physical
sheet of the amplitude. The remarkable fact is
that the physical cuts appear in the same posi-
tion as the AFS cuts and that (in perturbation the-
ory at least) the coefficients of &~(t)(ln&) 1 in
the AFS and in the physical cuts are essentially
the same. We will therefore obtain our esti-
mate of the magnitude of the cut contributions by
actually calculatirig the relatively simple AFS
cut contributions to the unphysical a,mplitude and

then realizing that these contributions are essen-
tially equal to those of the corresponding Mandel-
stam cuts to the physical amplitude. ' In this way




